
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for an executive program manager.
We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply
for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for executive program manager

Proactively identifying key program risks and opportunities, and contributing
innovative suggestions for improving Thought Leadership program and
increasing its efficiency
Consistently synchronize with working teams on detailed roadmaps of future
content development, roll-outs and releases, the overall long-term strategic
vision for thought leadership and it’s integration into the end-to-end DWM
offering and experience
Serve as a cross-functional leader to collaborate with design, engineering and
marketing teams to drive digital transformation initiatives
Recommend improvements across all aspects of an operating model -
redesign of organizational structure, process efficiencies and technology
enhancements
Lead the implementation and adoption across various business lines in
response to the digital roadmap
Partner with senior leaders across Legal, Compliance, Risk, Technology and
various business units to assess cross-border regulatory and operational
implications
Represent the online executive education program to internal and external
constituencies
Create and maintain a unified, consolidated work plan/roadmap for the DWM
program across all relevant areas for the initiative including Product,
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Help to define and establish universally consistent project standards for
entire DWM project portfolio
Create and maintain robust reporting of program progress tailored as needed
for specific stakeholders

Qualifications for executive program manager

Expertise in defining and building out rich project plans, and ideally their
associated operating models
Experience working within or advanced understand of an agile product
development framework including continuous integration philosophies and
other practices to increase speed to market
Thorough understanding of the service/support infrastructure required to
maintain a scalable online platform
Working understanding of financial services regulatory environment and
required control infrastructure
10 plus years of experience in or related to financial services and financial
technology with demonstrated appreciation and aptitude for leading
disciplined, complex projects within a business to business environment with
sophisticated parties
Experience with financial industry regulators a plus


